As the fastest-growing large economy in the world, India has demonstrated remarkable strength and resilience amid a global slowdown. The country’s and region’s role is critical to the sustainability of global economic growth and, if this is to be Asia’s century, the role of South Asia will be indispensable.

The rise of advanced technologies has the potential to create economic and social value and bolster India’s goal of maintaining its growth momentum while attaining greater social inclusion and regional cooperation. Held under the theme, Innovating for India: Strengthening South Asia, Impacting the World, the meeting will convene key leaders from government, the private sector, academia and civil society to facilitate dialogue on policy tools, business models, industry standards, norms and guidelines for boosting the dynamism of India to attain its growth potential.

The meeting will focus on accelerating the adoption of Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies and optimally governing them to assist India to leapfrog to an advanced stage of development and provide the world with replicable proof of a successful model, affecting billions of people globally.

More than ever before, the world needs to engage with India and South Asia, while the region must expand its leadership in a wide range of global initiatives. Besides South Asia, the meeting programme will also emphasize ASEAN and how the two regions, defined by their demographic and digital dividends, will shape our collective future.

Held in collaboration with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India and the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), the India Economic Summit will build on its more than three decades of success and explore key issues while engaging the global multistakeholder community of the World Economic Forum for action and impact.
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On the agenda

The meeting will address strategic issues of regional significance under four thematic pillars:

- The New Geopolitical Reality – Geopolitical shifts and the complexity of our global system
- The New Social system – Inequality, inclusive growth and health
- The New Ecological System – Food, Environment and Climate Change
- The New Technological System – The Fourth Industrial Revolution, science, and innovation and entrepreneurship

Who is taking part?

Institutional Members and Partners – The most influential regional and international corporations
Forum Members – Innovative businesses harnessing technology to drive future growth
Public Figures – Ministers, public-sector leaders and policy-makers committed to improving the state of the region
Technology Pioneers – Companies developing life-changing technologies with the potential for long-term impact on business and society
Young Global Leaders – Leaders under the age of 40 providing insight into the priorities and expectations of future generations
Civil Society Organizations – Leaders driving social progress from non-governmental, labour and faith-based organizations
Global Shapers – Individuals under the age of 30 selected for their leadership potential
Social Entrepreneurs – Leaders driving social change with innovative business solutions and partnership models
Young Scientists – Exceptional researchers producing groundbreaking work across disciplines
Faculty and Global Future Council Members – Top experts generating insight through thought leadership and interdisciplinary collaboration
Cultural Leaders – Renowned artists challenging assumptions about technology, sharing visions of the future and building bridges on global issues
Media Leaders – Publishers and editors-in-chief, top economic columnists and editors of leading science publications
**Frequently asked questions**

**Where will the meeting take place?**  
Taj Palace Hotel  
Sardar Patel Marg, Diplomatic Enclave  
New Delhi 110021  
Tel.: +91 112 611 0202  
Fax: +91 112 611 0808

**What does registration include?**  
Registration includes access to all sessions, including lunches and dinners.

**What is the working language of the meeting?**  
Most sessions will be held in English.

**Where will I stay?**  
PublicisLive, the service provider of logistics and key support services to the World Economic Forum, will arrange accommodation at the Taj Diplomatic Enclave Hotel for participants who request hotel booking assistance on TopLink. Please request hotel booking assistance when registering your delegation on TopLink.

**Do I need a visa?**  
The World Economic Forum cannot assist with visa provision. Please check with the Indian embassy or consulate nearest you for visa requirements. You can also find some visa information here.

**Where do I find additional information about the programme?**  
When you register, you will receive access to TopLink, where you can find the programme and other details.

**Who do I contact for more information?**  
Please send your enquiry to india@weforum.org.

---

**Continue your meeting experience**

Continue the conversations from New Delhi via TopLink, the Forum’s online collaboration and interaction platform, and tap into the Transformation Maps, tying issues together through data visualization.